The following guidelines are based on the *MLA Handbook* (8th edition). The following examples are provided:

1. Viewpoint essay published as an article, then in a book (pp. 2-3)
2. Viewpoint essay not published in a book (pp. 3-4)
3. Magazine article (p. 5)

**DOIs, URLs, & Accession Numbers**

1. Because the articles in Opposing Viewpoints have not been assigned a DOI (Digital Object Identifier), your citation should include either the (1) URL or (2) Gale Document Number, depending on your instructor’s preferences.

2. To view the URL or Gale Document Number, scroll to the end of the article until you see *Source Citation*.
   a. Do not include the protocol (https:) or double forward slash (//) in your citation.
   b. If the URL takes up more than one line, do not insert spaces or hyphens to force a break. Use your computer’s *Enter/Return* key instead.
EXAMPLE 1: Viewpoint essay (published as an article, then in a book)

To cite a viewpoint essay, scroll to the bottom of the screen until you see Source Citation.

Viewpoint essays were originally published in a magazine, newspaper, or website, then reprinted in a book, and then added to the Opposing Viewpoints database. Because MLA treats information about the original source as optional when citing reprints (p. 53) you may ignore the original source in your citation and cite only the book.

Database screenshot:

MLA citation with URL:


MLA citation with URL and original source information:


MLA citation with Gale document number:


EXAMPLE 2: Viewpoint essay (not published in a book)

In this example, the article was taken directly from the original source and did not appear in a book.

Database screenshot:
MLA citation with URL:

MLA citation with URL and original source information:

MLA citation with Gale document number:
EXAMPLE 3: Magazine article

To cite sources other than Viewpoint Essays, such as magazine articles, scroll to the bottom of the screen until you see Source Citation. The Source Citations are usually accurate except you should omit the initial http: (protocol) and // (double slash) if you provide the URL.

Database screenshot:

Source Citation (MLA 8th Edition)

Gale Document Number: GALE|A543335996

MLA citation with URL:

MLA citation with Gale document number: